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ABSTRACT
Domains are the building blocks of all globular proteins,

and are units of compact three-dimensional structure as
well as evolutionary units. There is a limited repertoire
of domain families, so that these domain families are
duplicated and combined in different ways to form the set
of proteins in a genome. Proteins are gene products, and
at the level of genes, duplication, recombination, fusion
and fission are the processes that produce new genes.
We attempt to gain an overview of these processes by
studying the structural domains in the proteins of seven
genomes from the three kingdoms of life: Eubacteria,
Archaea and Eukaryota. The domain and superfamily
definitions in the Structural Classification of Proteins
Database are used, so that we can view all pairs of
adjacent domains in genome sequences in terms of their
superfamily combinations. We find 624 out of the 764
superfamilies in SCOP in these genomes, and the 624
families occur in 585 pairwise combinations. Most families
are observed in combination with one or two other families,
while a few families are very versatile in their combinatorial
behaviour. This type of pattern can be described by a
scale-free network. Finally, we study domain repeats and
we compare the set of the domain combinations in the
genomes to those in PDB, and discuss the implications
for structural genomics.
Contact: apic@mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk

INTRODUCTION
All proteins consist of one or more domains, with the
exception of some disordered proteins. Domains are units
of compact three-dimensional structure (Murzin et al.,
1995; Orengo et al., 1997), and also units of evolution
(Riley & Labedan, 1997). There is a limited repertoire of
types of domains (Chothia, 1992; Wolf et al., 2000), such
that domains from this set are duplicated and combined in
different ways to form the set of proteins in a genome.
Proteins are gene products, and at the level of genes,
duplication, recombination, fusion and fission are the
processes that produce new genes.

We attempt to gain an overview of these processes

by studying the structural domains in the proteins of
seven genomes. We use structural assignments to genome
sequences, because proteins of known three-dimensional
structure have clearer domain definitions and evolution-
ary family relationships than sequences of unknown
structure. The domain and superfamily definitions in the
Structural Classification of Proteins Database (Murzin
et al., 1995) are used, so that we can view all pairs of
adjacent domains in genome sequences in terms of their
superfamily combinations. This allows us to survey and
compare the set of domain family combinations present in
the archaeal, bacterial and eukaryote genomes. We study
pairwise domain combinations and domain repeats. We
also compare the set of the domain combinations in the
genomes to those in PDB, and discuss the implications
for structural genomics.

DOMAINS IN THE STRUCTURAL
CLASSIFICATION OF PROTEINS (SCOP)
DATABASE
As mentioned above, the domain definition used here is
that of the Structural Classification of Proteins (SCOP)
database developed by Murzin et al. (1995). SCOP con-
tains domain definitions and describes evolutionary rela-
tionships between the proteins whose three-dimensional
structures have been determined. The domain is the unit
of classification in SCOP.

We used SCOP version 1.48 containing 21,828 struc-
tural domains clustered into 764 superfamilies from 9580
PDB entries. In this work, we studied the 764 superfam-
ilies assigned to genomic sequences in order to elucidate
the domain structure and combinations in seven genomes.
We use the term “family” in the remainder of the text
meaning a SCOP superfamily.

SEVEN GENOMES AND THREE
PHYLOGENETIC GROUPS
SCOP domain assignments to genome sequences are
the data analysed here. The set of completely sequenced
genomes we chose are diverse, so that we hope to
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cover much of the domain family and domain combi-
natorial space in nature. The genomes are two archaea
(Archaeoglobus fulgidus, AF; Methanobacterium ther-
moautotrophicum , MT), two eubacteria (Escherichia
coli, EC; Bacillus subtilis, BS), one unicellular eukaryote
(Saccharomyces cerevisiae, SC) and two multicellular
eukaryotes (Caenorhabditis elegans, CE; Drosophila
melanogaster, DM). These organisms come from very
different external environments: for instance their optimal
temperatures range from room temperature (SC) to 85◦C
in deep marine subsurface oil areas (AF). These genomes
cover multicellular and unicellular organisms with dif-
ferent modes of life, from autotrophs (MT) to optional
parasites (EC, BS).

In some parts of this investigation, it is convenient
to compare the three different phylogenetic groups. To
create one phylogenetic group, we take two genomes
from this group and make a non-redundant union of
the features studied in the two genomes, for instance
domain combinations or tandem domains. When we refer
to the phylogenetic group in the text we mean these
non-redundant unions. The ,,Archaea“ group is composed
of AF and MT, ,,Eubacteria“ groups together the gram-
positive BS and the gram-negative EC and ,,Eukarya“
merges the unicellular SC and the multicellular CE.

ASSIGNING DOMAINS TO GENOME
SEQUENCES
The SCOP domains were assigned to the genome se-
quences using Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) (Eddy,
1996; Krogh et al.,1994). HMMs are one of the most
sensitive sequence comparison methods currently avail-
able (Park et al., 1998). For each non-identical SCOP
domain, at the 95% sequence identity level, an HMM
was generated by Gough and co-workers (Gough et al.,
2000) using the iterative SAM-T99 method (Karplus et
al., 1998). The genome sequences were scanned against
this Hidden Markov Model library and this resulted in
assignment of SCOP domains to the genomic sequences.
Using this method, we obtained a precise description
of the domain composition for 10-30% of the proteins
in these genomes that are matched for the entire length
of their sequences. We obtained an insight into about
one-half of the proteins in these genomes, if the protein
matches at least one SCOP domain but also contains an
unassigned region of more than fifty residues in length.

Previously, Teichmann et al. (1998) and Gerstein (1998)
observed that about two-thirds of the genomic sequences
consist of more than one domain. In accordance with
this, the majority of the genomic proteins that have
structural assignments in our data set are multi-domain
proteins, which have evolved through gene duplication,
recombination, fusion and fission.
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Fig. 1. Distribution of the sizes of repeated domains in seven
genome. The distributions of tandem domains are plotted here for
each individual genome. The number of families that form repeats
of a certain length determines the height of the bar. We observe
that a repeat length of two domains occurs most frequently in
all genomes. The distribution is very similar for all unicellular
organisms (AF, MT, BS, EC, SC) with very few repeats that are five
to ten domains long. Multicellular organisms (DM and CE) have a
significant fraction of much longer repeats, from 10 to 50 domains
long.

With the extensive information we have on the domain
structures and evolutionary relationships of the proteins
in seven completely sequenced genomes, we want to
investigate the patterns of domain combinations and thus
reveal the driving

forces for the evolution of more complex proteins. First
we will turn our attention to tandem domains in proteins,
and then to combinations of different types of domains.
Finally, we ask whether more complex proteins have
evolved by the creation of the new protein families, or the
recombination of existing families.

TANDEM DOMAINS FROM THE SAME FAMILY
IN POLYPEPTIDE CHAINS
Tandem domains from the same family within one
polypeptide chain, also called domain repeats, may have
evolved by recombination or fusion, in the same way as
adjacent domains from two different families. However,
tandem domains may have also evolved by a different
mechanism, internal duplication. Therefore, we consider
this type of domain combination separately from com-
binations of different domain types. We define tandem
domains as adjacent domains from the same family with
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Fig. 2. Network of domain combination partners for the AF
genome.The graph representing the five most versatile domain
families and their combination partners is given here for the
AF genome. Each ellipsoid represents a different protein family.
Ellipsoids with a letter inside them are the most versatile families
(“R” for Rossmann domain, “P” for P-loop hydrolases, “N” for
nucleic acid binding proteins, “C” for Class II synthases, and
“F” for FAD/NAD(P) binding domain). For example, Rossmann
domain combines with seven different domains, and one of them
combines with four different domains. The graph resembles a scale-
free network. The hubs are the most versatile families, which have
unique repertoires of combination partners connected to them. AF is
the simplest genome studied here in terms of domain combinations.
The four key groups of connections surrounding the hubs are not
interconnected here. In Eubacteria and Eukarya the hubs have more
combination partners and the key groups are more interconnected,
still preserving the fairly unique repertoire of combination partner
for each key family.

less than thirty residues between them. We are interested
in how frequently evolutionary mechanisms have resulted
in tandem domains in the different groups of genomes,
and the particular protein families involved.

We observe that less than ten percent of genomic se-
quences contain tandem domains, and only a small frac-
tion of genomic families, 10-20%, are seen as tandems.
Domains of the same family can be internally duplicated
just once, resulting in a tandem of two domains, or they
can be duplicated more times, resulting in many consec-
utive domains. The number of consecutive domains from
the same family against the number of occurrences in the
individual genomes is plotted in Figure 1. We observe that
multicellular organisms contain much longer repeats than
the unicellular organism.

The question arises as to the nature of these long repeats
of domains in the metazoa. Are the repeats of domains
from families in the protozoa just longer in metazoa, or are

they repeats of families that arose later in evolution, and
are thus specific to metazoa? Almost all families that are
seen in repeats, that are present in all three phylogenetic
groups, are enzymatic families and their repeats are rarely
longer than two domains in any organism.

The families involved in the longest repeats in the
metazoan organisms, repeats of 30 to 50 domains, are
specific to metazoa. These are extracellular domains
involved in cell adhesion and signaling, or intracellular
regulatory and signaling families. Cell adhesion and
complex signaling, as well as regulatory mechanisms,
became important as multicellular organisms evolved. We
show here that some of the additional demands in these
organisms were met by internal duplication of metazoa-
specific protein families. For the families involved in
cell adhesion or other functions related to the cellular or
physiological structure of an organism, the domain repeats
provide a structural role, such as immunoglobulin domains
in muscle proteins or laminin domains in proteins in the
extracellular matrix.

Many of the families specific to metazoa involved in
long repeats are flexible in the number of domains adjacent
to each other in the proteins. For instance in CE, the
immunoglobulin repeats are present in thirteen different
lengths ranging from two to fifty-two domains. It was
shown for the cadherin family in CE and DM (Hill
et al., 2000) and immunoglobulins in CE (Teichmann
et al., 2000) that gene predictions for the long genes
involving these families were often incomplete. Therefore,
the eukaryotic domain repeats may be even longer than
shown here.

Table 1. Fraction of families that combine with one, two or three or more
families.

Genomes % of families % of families % of families
combining with 1 combining with 2 combining with 3
family family family

AF 38 7 5
MT 40 8 5
BS 45 8 4
EC 43 10 7
SC 38 5 4
CE 35 10 11
DM 36 9 11

COMBINATIONS OF DOMAIN FAMILIES
As for the tandem domains from the same family, we
consider a pair of domains to be “neighbours” in general
if they are not more than thirty residues apart. If domains
are neighbours in one polypeptide chain, we say that they
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combine with each other in the course of evolution, as the
definition of a SCOP entry is an independent evolutionary
unit.

In the seven genomes from the three kingdoms of life,
we observe that only a small fraction of families combines
with more than one other family. About half of the families
are not observed combined with other domains, and about
one third of them are seen as neighbours to only one other
family. The details are given for each individual genome
in Table 1. Thus for the majority of families that have
domain neighbours, the adjacent domains are from one or
two types families.

A few families are very versatile in their combination
partners, however, as shown in Table 2. Most of these
families are also the most abundant ones in genomes
(Teichmann et al., 1999). The reason for the abundance
and versatility of these families is their function. For
instance, the energy for motion and reactions in the cell
is often provided by the P-loop nucleotide triphosphate
hydrolases. Domains from this family hydrolyse ATP or
GTP and can act as kinases and transferases on their own
or combined with different families. Rossman domains are
similar in that they provide oxidising or reducing energy
through oxidation or reduction of the NAD(P)(H) cofactor.
Transcription and translation are tightly regulated by
proteins that consist of nucleic acid binding motifs, such
as “winged helix” DNA binding domains or RNA binding
domains, combined with other domains responsible for the
specificity of the regulation.

The pattern of few families combining with many other
domains, and most families having one or few partners,
is that of a power law, as shown in Figure 2. This power
law implies that the graph of domain combinations is a
scale-free network. The part of the graph surrounding the
five most versatile families in Archaeoglobus fulgidus is
shown in Figure 3. A scale-free type of network, recently
described for the World Wide Web (Albert et al., 2000)
and metabolic pathways (Jeong et al., 2000), has a couple
of key nodes that are connected with many other nodes.
All the other nodes have only a few connections. By
definition the key nodes, or hubs, in this type of network
have a fairly unique repertoire of nodes connected to
them. This means that the versatile families, such as P-
loop nucleotide triphosphate hydrolases and Rossmann
domains have a unique repertoire of combination partners
that they do not share with other key families. With the
future progress in homology detection and new protein
structures, the domain combination network is going to
expand, but there is no reason to believe that its form will
change significantly.

From the results presented above, we conclude that the
number of types of neighbours is small for most families.
Only a few protein families are very versatile in their
combination partners, and these versatile families are also

the largest families in the genomes.
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Fig. 3. Graph of fraction of domain families against number of
combination partners. The number of partner families is given on
the x-axis. On the y-axis, the fraction of domain families out of all
families that combine with other domains is plotted. We observe
that about 75 percent of the families combine with only one family
in all phylogenetic groups. “ARC” is Archaea, “BAC” is Eubacteria,
and “EUK” is Eukarya. Only a few families in the Eubacteria and
Eukarya combine with more than ten families, representing less
than 1 percent of families. A power law can be fitted to the data as
follows: for ARC y=0.47x−3.8 and R2=0.44; for BAC y=0.6x−2.2

and R2=0.95; for EUK y=0.47x−1.8 and R2=0.93.
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Fig. 4. Unique and Shared Domain Combinations. The diagram
shows the pattern of domain combinations involving domain
families common to the three phylogenetic groups: ARC for
Archaea, BAC for Eubacteria and EUK for Eukarya. There are 63
family combinations that are shared among all three kingdoms.
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Table 2. The most versatile families. The number of combination partners for each family is given in brackets next to the family name. The most versatile
families in all genomes are Rossmann domains and P-loop hydrolases.

Genomes AF MT BS EC SC CE DM

Rank Domain family
(number of combination partners)

Ploop Ploop Ploop Ploop Ploop Ploop Ploop
hydrolase hydrolase hydrolase hydrolase hydrolase hydrolase hydrolase

(8) (12) (12) (14) (14) (18) (17)

Rossmann Nucleic acid Rossmann Rossmann Rossmann EGF Ig
domain binding domain domain domain domain (16) (13)

(8) (8) (7) (12) (8)

Nucleic acid 4Fe4S Winged Helix Winged Helix Nucleotidyl EFhand Protein
binding domain Ferredoxin DNA binding domain DNA binding domain transferase (12) kinase

(7) (5) (6) (9) (5) (11)

Class II amino Rossmann Class II amino Homeodomain Class II amino Protein SH2
acyl tRNA synthases domain acyl tRNA synthases like acyl tRNA synthases kinase (11)

(5) (4) (6) (7) (5) (11)

6

FAD/NAD(P) Homeodomain Nucleic acid Class II amino Glutamine SH3 EFhand
binding domain like binding domain acyl tRNA synthases amidotransferase class II domain (12)

(4) (3) (5) (7) (4) (10)

Gluthatione Nucleotidyl Nucletidyl Che Y like Homing Ctype Rossmann
synthetase ATP domain transferase transferase (6) endonocleases lectin domain

(4) (3) (4) (4) (10) (10)

CONSERVATION AND VARIATION OF DOMAIN
COMBINATIONS AMONG THE THREE
PHYLOGENETIC GROUPS
In order to assess the extent to which domain combinations
are variable in the different phylogenetic groups, we take
families common to all three phylogenetic groups, and
observe how these families combine with other families in
each group of genomes. We have compared the unions of
domain combinations in AF and MT, EC and BS, and SC
and CE. The three sets of domain combinations from the
different kingdoms of life share 255 families, which we
call “common families”. Most of the families in Archaea
(80%), more than a half in Eubacteria (60%), and about
half of the eukaryotic families are “common families”.

The domain combinations that involve “common fami-
lies” represent most of the domain combinations present
in each phylogenetic group, ranging from two-thirds in
Eukarya to 90% in Archaea (Table3). The 255 “common
families” occur as combinations among themselves, in
other words “common family-common family combi-
nations”, or in combination with families that are not
common to all three phylogenetic groups. 63 of the “com-
mon family-common family combinations” are found in
Archaea, Eubacteria and Eukarya, as shown in Figure 4.
These 63 combinations represent families involved in
macromolecule and small molecule metabolism. There are
seven combinations that are shared only between Archaea
and Eukarya. These combinations involve Rossmann

domains, ADC domains, P-loop nucleotide triphosphate
hydrolases and Ferredoxins, combined with the cell-cycle
regulatory families, cyclins and Cdc48. The cyclins
and Cdc48 homologues in Archaea are transcription
initiation factors and AAA family ATPases respectively,
that are distantly related in sequence and function to the
eukaryotic proteins.

One third of the combinations involving “common fam-
ilies” in Eubacteria and Eukarya, and one-quarter in Ar-
chaea, are “common family” combinations specific to that
kingdom. The question arises whether specific combina-
tions for one kingdom are from combinations of “com-
mon families” among themselves, or whether the diver-
sity comes from combining “common families” with other
families that are specific to this kingdom. The results (Ta-
ble 3) show that 60 to 90 percent of the combinations
present in only one kingdom are made of “common fami-
lies” combining with each other in a way not observed in
the genomes of other kingdoms. Assuming that at least
a large fraction of these combinations is genuinely not
present in all three kingdoms, this shows that novel com-
binations of domains, even among ancient families, are an
important part of the process of divergence of genomes
that includes sequence divergence, and expansion and con-
traction of domain families.
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Table 3. Domain Combinations Involving Common Families. The total number of combinations gives all the combinations of all families in a kingdom.
60-90% of these are combinations that involve common families, as given in the third column of the table. Some of these combinations involving common
families are specific for one kingdom. Combinations that are specific for one kingdom are largely made of unique combinations of families shared between
kingdoms, and to a small extent of common families combined with families that are specific for that particular kingdom.

No. of combinations of common families
with families specific

Group Total no. of with all families specific to the kingdom to the kingdom with families shared with families shared
combinations with families common with one kingdom with both other kingdoms

to all kingdoms

Archaea 132 121 30 3 28 63
27

Eubacteria 230 198 75 17 60 63
50

Eukarya 335 221 112 44 46 63
68

DOMAIN COMBINATIONS IN GENOMES ONLY:
TARGETS FOR STRUCTURAL GENOMICS
The whole set of domain combinations that we observe
in all seven genomes comprises 585 combinations among
624 families. 201 of these combinations are also observed
in the PDB, which contains 272 domain combinations.
Thus we detect three-quarters of all combinations in the
PDB in the seven genomes. There are 71 combinations
in the PDB from organisms different than those studied
here that we do not see in the seven genomes. One-half
of these combinations come from different phylogenetic
groups such as mammals, viruses and plants, and the other
half is from different types of bacteria and fungi.

This means that we detect 384 novel combinations
of structural superfamilies, not seen in PDB. Structural
genomics projects have the aim of extending the fold
library and hence solving the structures of sequences
without assigned PDB structures (Burley, 2000; Brenner,
2000), but another aim of the structural genomics efforts
should be to elucidate the way domains interact with
each other. This will provide important insights into
the function of individual proteins and protein-protein
interactions. The 384 novel combinations of structural
superfamilies, not seen in PDB, are suitable to as targets
for structural genomics.

CONCLUSIONS
Here we provide a first quantitative insight into the domain
combinations in the three kingdoms of life. The majority
of genomic proteins are multi-domain proteins created as
a result of combination of domains. We observe a pattern
of domain combinations where only few domain families
combine with many types of domains and most families
have one or few combination partners. This pattern can be
described as a scale-free network.

The majority of domain combinations in all three king-
doms of life are those involving families that are shared
among the three kingdoms, the “common families”. We
show that there are many combinations between common
families that are specific for one kingdom, and that the do-
main recombination of ancient families among each other
contributes more to the process of divergence at the level
of domain combinations than ancient families combining
with kingdom-specific families. This implies that in cre-
ating new functions, nature more frequently combines old
building blocks than inventing new ones. The analysis of
domain repeats shows that special functional requirements
that appeared with the evolution of metazoa, such as cell
adhesion and cell-signalling, were fulfilled by the forma-
tion of repeated domains of metazoa-specific families that
became important late in evolution.
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